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ernie sent this to doc and I
"I'm at my wits end on this constant ongoing drama, back biting, gossip, and discord sowing of
which Cindi can not help herself to not get involved in. My plans were to resign and work with
you to get a new Board Chair in place with new banking for the Ministry, and to also turn the for
profit to that party. So I sought counsel from my business partner and another very close friend,
both men of God, AOG Evangelist. I went all the way back to Theo and what happened back
then, told about how Cindi was so well revered and loved by all, told about the Nick incidents,
and moved into the latest drama. Even tild about tge Satanic attack the Ministry has fell under
from the loss if life if a child. I told about how I 'm Doc's friend and how it hurts me to see his
marriage hurting due to a wife that nags constantly, wants to upsert authority, and constantly is
involved in the drama among the
people on Campus. Counsel from men of God seems to bring out the things unknown. They
both told me stand still, wait on God, set a timeline to allow God to work, and then after prayer
and that timeline, then make a decision into if I resign, but do not let influenced of Satanic
attacks drive me into retreat. It was recommended that IT work be kept off campus and not let
campus people mix with Steve. And I think one thing I really overlooked is the fact Cindi is both
maturing as a believer and as a Minister's wife. They really drive that point home to me, and it's
true, Cindi became wife to a very mature Ministry, so she did not get to develop along the way
from a small start up Ministry. She got thrown into a mature Ministry without any experience of
growing into things. It was recommended that Cindi needs to be mentored by some other
Pastor's wives, which would advise her that she
needs to realize the pressure of a Pastor trying to Minister to others when he is nagged at,
trying to sleep seperate, and decisions under minded is just something that harms the complete
work of God.
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Just relax, time does wonders, God's hand is not short, if we have truth we will do well. Do not
respond without much prayer and wise counsel.
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Fasting today
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Ernie should not mix a threat of resigning with such heart issues. Undiblical, manipulation. Each
issue should stand on its own.
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